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Abstract 
 

     The workflow performance consists of the performance of activities and transitions 
between activities. Along with the fast development of varied computing devices, activities in 
workflows and transitions between activities could be performed in pervasive ways, which 
causes that the workflow performance need to migrate from traditional computing 
environments to pervasive environments. To perform workflows in pervasive environments 
needs to take account of the context information which affects both the performance way of 
activities and the transition control between activities. Accordingly, a framework is described 
in this paper based on definitions of activity-context and transition-context to performing 
workflows in pervasive environments. After that, a context specifying method, in which 
activity-context and transition-context could be represented through simple or composite 
context, is provided to append necessary context on workflow definitions. Furthermore, 
corresponding performance principles are proposed, including capturing relevant actual 
context value according to given specifications, mapping captured context information with 
corresponding specifications based on presented context mapping algorithm, and making 
appropriate response according to predefined reaction rules relevant to matched context 
specifications. Moreover, we also illustrate our work through a case study about the instant 
meeting on call.  
 
     Keywords: workflow performance, activity-context, transition-context, context mapping 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Workflow technology, which was originally emerged for the automation of business 
processes, is usually deployed in desktop computing environments [1]. Along with the fast 
development of varied computing devices, activities in workflows and transitions between 
activities could be performed in pervasive ways [2].  Therefore, as an important technology to 
coordinate the control and the data relationships among activities in a process, workflows 
need to migrate from traditional computing environments to pervasive environments. 

One of key issues in the migration is to adapt to the change of performance ways. The 
change of performance ways includes two aspects. One is that a single activity could be 
performed at different places rather than comparatively fixed locations, or performed by 
different types of devices except for traditional desktop computers, etc. The other is that a 
transition between activities could be triggered by kinds of environment factors, i.e., 
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transition conditions would consider certain environment factors except for traditional factors 
relevant to the task logic.  

Sequentially, to perform workflow in pervasive environments should take two kinds of 
context into account, i.e. activity-context and transition-context, to adapt to the change of 
performance ways. The activity-context is used to determine the way in which an activity in a 
workflow is performed. The transition-context is used to control whether transition conditions 
are satisfied and what the next activity should be. During the performance of workflows, the 
workflow engine should capture both the activity-context and the transition-context, and 
make correct responses to the corresponding context. 

More and more researchers have worked on the context-aware workflow performance. 
Montagut et al. [3-4] propose an adaptive transactional protocol to support the execution of 
workflow in pervasive setting. Joohyun Han et al. [5-7] propose a language uWDL to specify 
the context information on transition constraints to support the performance of adaptive 
service in workflows. Jinqiao Yu et al. [8-9] propose a generic framework EkSarva to support 
people’s generic collaboration in heterogeneous computing environments. However, few 
existing researches put efforts on both kinds of context which affects the workflow 
performance in pervasive environments. The dynamic partner assignment presented by 
Montagut [3-4] focuses on the partial activity-context; uWDL presented by Joohyun Han [5-
7] mainly handles the transition-context; and Jinqiao Yu [8-9] pays little attention to the 
context relevant to transitions between activities.  

Differing from those researches, this paper proposes a dual-context based workflow 
performance framework applied in pervasive environments, which considers both activity-
context and transition-context. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
presents a motivating example to illustrate a simple scenario of the workflow performance in 
pervasive environments. Section 3 proposes a framework with two main parts, one is relevant 
to the modeling phase and the other is relevant to the performing phase. The details about the 
two parts are described respectively in section 4 and section 5. Consequently, section 6 
discusses a case study derived from the motivating example based on above work. Finally, we 
conclude this paper at section 7. 

 
2. A motivating example 
 

A motivating example about an instant meeting on call is described in this section, which 
will be used throughout the paper to illustrate an application scenario of our framework. 

Suppose there is a project handled collaboratively by several departments of a company. 
During the project development, it is high possible that the project manager need to convoke 
employees relevant to the project (called as members) to discuss some important urgent issues 
at any moment. Such a process could be defined as a simple workflow showed in Figure 1. 
Three members are supposed to be involved in this project while the case with more members 
could be deductive in the similar way. Once the manager decides to call an urgent meeting, he 
or she will enable the workflow performance, which begins from the activity of sending the 
meeting calls to each member. As long as responses from all members are received, the 
workflow engine will control the meeting activity to be performed after it detects that the 
situation of each member and the manager is ready for the meeting. After everyone quit from 
the meeting, the workflow performance is finished.  

In the traditional case that people work in a fixed local place, the performance of such a 
workflow is simple. As long as the manager says a word in the office, everyone will gather in 
a meeting room and commence the meeting. However, the performance in pervasive 
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environments is comparatively complex. As everyone could work in a pervasive way, a 
simple activity could be performed in varied patterns. Besides, the detection on transition 
conditions would depend on the real situation in pervasive environments. All of these bring 
great challenges to the control and management on the workflow performance. For example, 
imagine Tom is on a business trip at another city and Amy is nearby the company when the 
sending activity is being performed. The workflow engine needs to check the online contact 
way of them and arrange the meeting call is sent through certain instant messaging tools, or 
mobile phones, or other real-time contact ways. Moreover, Tom maybe attends the meeting 
through the video transferred on Internet. Amy maybe joins the meeting through PDA at first 
and moves to the company at the same time, and then presents herself in the meeting room. 
Therefore, considering each member’s different situation, the workflow engine needs to 
detect in different ways whether everyone is ready for the meeting. 

 

Figure 1. The workflow definition about the instant meeting on call 
 
Through this simple workflow, we can see kinds of context information need to be sensed 

and responded respectively. It often involves much more complex context information to be 
handled during the workflow performance in pervasive environments. However, such context 
information could be basically classified into activity-context and transition-context. With 
these considerations, this paper proposes a dual-context based workflow performance 
framework in pervasive environments, which is introduced in detail at following sections.  

 
3. The dual-context based workflow performance framework 

 
The motivating example given in section 2 illustrates two generic kinds of context relevant 

to the workflow performance in pervasive environments to some extent. The details are 
presented at following definitions.  

Definition 1 (Activity-context). The activity-context means the context information used to 
determine the way in which an activity in the workflow is performed, i.e., how an activity 
performs, who or which device is relevant to the activity, where the activity performs, and 
etc. 

Sends meeting call to Tom Sends meeting call to Amy Sends meeting call to Bob 
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Definition 2 (Transition-context). The transition- context means the context information 
used to control the progress of the workflow performance, i.e., what the next activity is and 
when it performs.  

In the motivating example, the online contact information of each member is an example of 
activity-context, which determines the varied ways of sending the meeting call. Besides, the 
ready state information related to all members is an example of transition-context. Only when 
the workflow engine detect everyone is ready for the meeting, the workflow would run 
forward to the “meeting” activity. Sometimes, the two kinds of context maybe influence each 
other. E.g., the transition-context relevant to “hold the meeting” activity would imply the 
activity-context under which members attend the meeting. 

Figure 2. The dual-context based workflow performing framework 
 

Both of activity-context and transition-context need to be considered for the workflow 
performance in pervasive environments. Figure 2 shows our proposed dual-context based 
workflow performance framework. Firstly, both kinds of context relevant to the workflow 
performance should be specified at the workflow modeling phase, also with reaction rules 
corresponding to certain context, as showed in the context specification module of Figure 2. 
Secondly, during the performance, the context capture module should proactively capture the 
actual context information relevant to the current activity or transition according to the 
specifications. Thirdly, the actual context generated during the performance should be 
compared with predefined context specifications through the context mapping module. Lastly, 
the context response module would make proper actions based on the matched context and 
corresponding rules. The more detailed discussion about each component will be presented at 
section 4 and section 5. 
 
4. The dual-context specifying method 
 

To enable the automatic performance adapted to varied situations in pervasive 
environments, relevant context information must be pre-specified exactly and clearly. The 
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presentation of the relevant context is concerned with the workflow definition model. There 
are lots of workflow definition methods, such as Petri Nets based ones [10], directed graph 
based ones [11-12], UML based ones [13], etc. As this paper does not focus on the modeling 
of workflow definition, we just choose one of those methods, i.e. directed graph, to represent 
workflows. Note that whatever the workflow definition method is, our dual-context 
specifications could be appended on the workflow definition without too much extra effort.  

As mentioned before, both activity-context and transition-context need to be specified 
based on workflow definitions. In essence, the representation method of both kinds of context 
is similar, while the main difference between them is how the context is used to control and 
mange the performance of workflows.  

Context relevant to the workflow performance in pervasive environments usually includes 
kinds of information, such as location, time, device equipment, temperature, kinds of 
application-specified one, and so on. Besides, context often concerns with certain entity such 
as a person. Therefore, we represent a simple context through a triple with three elements, 
i.e., the entity, the attribute, and the value. The simple context could be connected through 
logic operations, such as AND, OR, NOT, to compose more complicated context. Following 
definitions give more exact descriptions. 

Definition 3 (Ontology library). It provides the information of basic elements in the simple 
context and is denoted as O =<E, A, V>, where E={ei | ei represents the certain entity about 
which certain information need to be sensed during the workflow performance}, A={ aj | aj 
represents the certain information type about certain ei}, V={ vk | vk represents the certain 
value of certain aj}. 

Definition 4 (Simple context). It represents a certain situation in pervasive environments 
through a single triple. The set of simple context relevant to a workflow is denoted as 
SimC={sim_cp=<ei, aj, vk> | ei∈E, aj∈A, vk∈V}. 

Definition 5 (Composite context). It represents a complex situation through a logic 
expression with one or more simple context triples. The set of composite context relevant to a 
workflow is denoted as ComC={com_cq::=NOT <com_cq> | <com_cq> AND <com_cq> | 
<com_cq> OR <com_cq> | sim_cp, where sim_cp∈SimC }. Note that a single sim_cp is 
supposed to be simple context rather than composite context in the following sections. 

Definition 6 (Activity-context Set and Transition-context Set). Action-context set 
represents the set of activity-context relevant to a workflow and is denoted as ActC={act_Ci | 
act_Ci includes all activity-context relevant to the ith activity in a workflow and act_Ci   
SimC ∪ComC}. Transition-context set represents the set of transition-context relevant to a 
workflow and is denoted as TraC={tra_Ci | tra_Ci includes all transition-context relevant to the 
ith transition in a workflow and tra_Ci   SimC ∪ComC}. 

To perform a workflow in pervasive environment, the workflow definition should be 
appended with specifications on the relevant context. Both activity-context and transition-
context could be specified through the form of simple context or composite context. Each 
presented simple context is supposed to be reasonable, that is, ei, aj and vk in a simple context 
triple is supposed to be correct in semantic logic. Besides identifying a certain situation 
through simple context or composite context, corresponding response actions should also be 
provided, which could be represented as reaction rules defined as follows. 

Definition 7 (Reaction rule). It provides a context-based performance rule of a workflow in 
pervasive environments and the set of reaction rules is denoted as R={<ci, actionj | ci∈ActC
∪TraC and represents certain context.  actionj represents the concrete action description 
corresponding to certain context, including the participant, the allocation, the performing 
pattern of an activity, or the triggering of a transition, and so on}. 
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Figure 3 illustrates the context specification for a workflow definition segment, where the 
number in the node means the ith activity in a workflow and the number besides the edge 
means the jth transition. Note that an activity or a transition might concerns with multiple 
rules. As rules with same type actions might be redundant or inconsistent, it would be 
necessary to predefine a preference order of those rules. The ontology library presents 
detailed information about numbered entities, attributions, and values for references. The real 
content of the ontology library is application-specific and could be constructed based on lots 
of researches relevant to ontology technology. 

Figure 3. The dual-context specification example of a workflow definition segment 
 

5. The dual-context based performance principles 
 

With detailed dual-context specifications, the workflow engine could automatically control 
and manage the performance of workflows according to predefined workflow model and the 
real performance situation. After the workflow performance is commenced, the context 
capture module would check the activity-context specification on the first activity to 
determine what kind of context information should be captured proactively. The captured 
context would be transferred to the context mapping module to find out matched context 
specifications. Then the context response module would make proper actions according to 
reaction rules in which the matched context specifications locate. When the performance of 
an activity is finished, similar operations would happen to the transition-context appending on 
the edge adjacent to that activity. Such a dual-context based performance behavior would 
continue until the last activity of the workflow is completed. The more details are presented 
as follows.  
 
5.1. Capture relevant context based on specifications  
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As both activity-context and transition-context could be simple context or composite 
context, we discuss the context capture mechanism without considering whether it is activity-
context or transition-context.  

To capture relevant context is a key step of the context based performance. Here, the 
relevant context is determined by both the progress of workflow instances and 
predefined context specifications, as showed in the framework in Figure 2. More 
specifically, when the workflow is performed at certain point of an activity or a 
transition, the workflow engine would check corresponding context specifications on 
the activity or the transition, i.e. certain act_Ci or tra_Ci, to decide which context need to 
be captured. Note that not every activity or transition has relevant context 
specifications. If certain act_Ci or tra_Ci, is Φ , the corresponding reaction rules could be 
formalized as <null, null>. At this time, the workflow engine just does what it usually 
does and pay little attention on the context aware and response procedure during the 
performance of this activity or transition.  

As far as a simple context is concerned, ei and aj in certain simple context triple provide the 
relevant object and the type of the context information, which are determinate and 
unnecessary to be captured during the performance. However, what this kind of context about 
this object looks like is indeterminate, and this is the value vk that the context capture module 
should find out. As far as the composite context is concerned, it is a logic combination of 
multiple simple context triples. Therefore, the content to be captured during the performance 
is the values of all simple context triples in the composite context expression. In other words, 
to a context specification (either simple context or composite context), to capture relevant 
context information means to capture the value vk in one or more simple context triples <ei, aj, 
vk>. This process could be implemented with the assistances of wireless sensor network 
technology, mobile devices technology, and so on, while the details are not the emphasis of 
this paper.  
 
5.2. Map captured context with specifications 
 

After the actual context information is captured from the performance scene, it would be 
sent to the context mapping module to search matched simple context or composite context 
specifications. The captured actual context information is associated with certain activity or 
transition, which limits the context specifications to be compared. Moreover, ei and aj in 
certain triple of actual context information is determinate. Therefore, the comparison 
operation mainly focuses on values in actual context information and ones in limitative 
specifications. 

As mentioned in section 5.1, the actual context information is represented as a single 
simple context triple or the conjunction of multiple triples. There might be multiple matched 
context specifications (either simple context or composite context) corresponding to the 
actual context information. All of these matched ones could be found out based on the 
algorithm described in Figure 4. If the matched context specifications are found, they would 
be transferred to the context response module to make proper actions according to the 
corresponding predefined reaction rules.  

If no context specifications are matched with captured actual context information, i.e., is Φ 
after running the context mapping algorithm, the engine would periodically repeat the 
procedure of catching and mapping until matched context specifications are found or given 
time is over. In case that matched context specifications can not be found in the given time, 
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the engine could present the abnormal performance information and organize the 
corresponding decision making. 

Figure 4. Context mapping algorithm description 
 

5.3. Make Proper Actions According to Matched Context 
 

As mentioned before, both activity-context and transition-context could be simple context 
or composite context, which makes the capture and mapping method similar. However, the 
response actions corresponding to activity-context and transition-context are different to some 
extent.  

As far as activity-context is concerned, it affects the way in which an activity in a 
workflow is performed. Multiple reaction rules might be provided to specify different 
performance actions corresponding to different context situations. The context response 
module should arrange participants of a certain activity to perform the activity under the 
directions of those matched specifications. E.g., for the activity “hold the meeting”, varied 
locations of all members could be represented by several simple context triples, which specify 
whether a member should attend the meeting in which meeting room or through the way of 
video conference. Then, actions corresponding to varied location context would be 
accordingly deployed based on reaction rules, such as, automatically open devices in certain 
meeting room or connect service provider of video conference. 

As far as transition-context is concerned, it affects the progress of the workflow 
performance. After the performance of an activity is completed, the next activity could be 

Workflow Instance

Algorithm: Context mapping. 
Input: a set of captured context triples relevant to the ith  activity or transition, denoted as T ={t1, …, tm}. 
Output: matched context specifications in act_Ci or tra_Ci.//the set of matched context is denoted as MC  

1  //find matched simple context 
2  for each simple context triple sim_ci in act_Ci or tra_Ci 
3     do for each tj in T 
4        do if sim_ci=tj 
5             then add sim_ci in MC 
6                 break 
7  //find matched composite context 
8  for each composite context com_ci in act_Ci or tra_Ci 

9     do matchedFALSE 
10     matchedMAP(com_ci) 
11     if matched=TRUE  
12        then add com_ci in MC 
13 MAP(com_ci) 
14  if com_ci is a single simple context triple 
15    then for each tj in T 
16         do if com_ci=tj 
17           then return TRUE 
18         return FALSE   
19    else represent com_ci as a binary tree 
20        switch the root 
21          case ‘NOT’: return not MAP(left-subtree);        
22          case ‘AND’: return MAP(lef- subtree) and MAP(right-subtree) 
23      case ‘OR’: return map(left-subtree)or MAP(right-subtree) 
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started only if the matched transition-context satisfies certain specifications. Sometimes, there 
are transitions without special transition conditions. Such transitions would happen naturally 
without considerations on context capture and handling. 

Sometimes, there might be more than one matched context specifications for an activity or 
a transition, which means that more than one reaction rule will be applied. At this time, if 
actions in those rules corresponding to matched context specifications are unrelated with each 
other, i.e. they are not the same type, then all of them could be carried out. For example the 
reaction rule which determines the person to perform certain activity and the reaction rule 
which determine the place to perform certain activity could be all applied. However, if those 
actions are same type, then they might be redundant or even conflict. At this time, the context 
response module could deal with the situation according to the preference order predefined at 
the modeling phase. 
 
6. A Case Study 

Figure 5. The dual-context specifications on the workflow definition about instant 
meeting on call 
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In this section, a case study based on the motivating example would be introduced to 

illustrate our workflow performance framework and principles. As Figure 5 showing, partial 
specification examples on both activity-context and transition-context are appended on the 
workflow definition shown in section2, where activities and transitions are represented by 
number correspondingly. 

According to context specifications showed in Figure 5, the context capture module would 
capture proactively the online contact way of Tom when performing the activity “send 
meeting call to Tom”. Then the context mapping module applies the proposed algorithm in 
section 5.2 to compare the captured actual context information with predefined specifications 
to find out the matched ones. As Tom might enable not only one contact way, it is possible to 
get more than one matched specifications. In this case, the meeting call would be sent through 
the preference way decided by predefined order. Moreover, the workflow would proceed 
forward the activity “hold the meeting” only when the context information of the real 
performance scene meets the requirement of the transition-context specification. Such 
transition-context is a composite context expression consisting of four simple context triples, 
where each one implies the ready situation of a project member. We use the triple <ei, a1, 
v1|v2|v3> to represent ei is ready for meeting through the video conference, where three values 
represent three possible means to attend the meeting. If no video conference mean is available 
for ei, he/she must be located at the meeting room, otherwise, ei is not ready for the meeting 
and the transition could not happen. In this way, this workflow could be orderly performed in 
pervasive environments based on those two kinds of context which provide necessary 
information to manage and control the performance way of an activity and the triggering of a 
transition. 

 
7. Conclusion and Future Work 

 
To perform workflow in pervasive environments, both the performance way of activities 

and the triggering of transitions between activities would be affected by the real context 
information. Therefore, context relevant to both activity and transition need to be taken into 
account seriously. However, most current related work only focuses on one kind of context 
and lacks a comparatively general consideration on the context relevant to workflows in 
pervasive environment. 

Based on definitions of activity-context and transition-context, this paper proposes a dual-
context based workflow performance framework applied in pervasive environments. The 
framework consists of two main parts, one is for the workflow modeling phase, and the other 
is for the performing phase. At the modeling phase, context specifications appended on the 
workflow definition could be represented through our provided method. At the performing 
phase, the context capture module captures relevant actual context information according to 
predefined specifications. After that, the context mapping module compares the actual context 
with specifications to find matched ones through our proposed algorithm. Finally, the context 
response module takes proper actions based on matched specifications and reaction rules. 
Furthermore, a case study about the instant meeting on call is introduced to demonstrate our 
work. 

In the future, we are going to further research the validation and rationalization of reaction 
rules, such as find possible conflict actions and propose corresponding solutions. Moreover, 
how to capture the value of certain attribution of certain entity is another research issue. 
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